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But since the Shepherd’s Rod fiasco of 
MESSENGER 1959 - the 144,000 has become a “SYMBOLIC 

. NUMBER” not meaning anything.

“The NUJBER of God’s people vd.ll not be 
REDUCED; to 144,000. Our ranks will not 
be diminished (’’The Congregation is Holy, 
every one of them1”) because there will 
be a mighty ingathering of souls, and it 

... . „ „  is a TRAGEDY;totry to NARROW the church
about 350.)(Do not believe the lying Foreword) down to a LITERAL,144,000... The 144,000 
(Read it as it was given - WITHOUT that Fore- may well be included.in the GREAT IN-

IOERABLE . MULTITUDE y” p.27-8. RED REPORTword. Or else you will be all fuddled up be
fore- you start,) . * -

‘ .... “MY FIRST VISION’” blended the. PATH, the
' . MIDNIGHT CRY, the SEALING of; the- 144,000, 

the indelible MARK of PHILjJpttPHIA on their 
^FOREHEADS, the mighty EARTHQUAKE after the 
SEALING, the INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE coming, 
forth from the GRAVE, they never “JOIN11 the 

. . 144,000 - the 144,000 “JOIN” them as they ;
are FIRST caught up ard "We which are alive

0 0 0 0 0 0 0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0rc-.0*-.0-.0-0-0-0-0.-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0

. Wort 7277. ..THE SEALING AID THE ADVENTIST-. ■ ’AprilV19'/:‘I973 • Hoehn Research 
o-o-o~o-o-o-o-o‘-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o Library, Box 1270

Grand Forks, BC 
Canada.

HOUTEFF had the Adventists over a Barrel, 
as his big argument was that he obtained 
his ’’LIGHT” from, the ’’SABBATH SCHOOL WOR
KER” two years BEFORE he propogated it.’

’Lift' up your eyes on high! ’..•
“While many things about the Roman 

. Catholic Church'give us cause for concern, 
yet in some ways they can set a real EX- 

. /JffLE to Protestantism, and even Advent- 
< ism... Among other objectives they have 

set about to emphasize the importance of 
. the PRIEST." p.ll. (COL 295. GO 74,256.) 

", , HARRY L,.LChiiE: ,“L think I can smell
. , .  r   HERESY, a long way off, but I tell you

"• Washington, D\C. 20012» (Small about 5$ or I0£, frankly that; I do not know of any Leaders 
A who., are,.trying, to change the fundamental 

Doctrines of this Message.” p.58.
■WZETiR. SCHUBERT:' “I can preach the 

. ‘MARK OF THE BEAST ’ without saying a 
WORD about BABYLON.” p.59.

E .E .CLEVEL’Ali): “Alien the audience is 
thin, • pray and preach like a mad-manJ “ 
p.72.'. Ig60. EVA.IDELISTIC COUNCIL. .

1 R .R .FIGUHRi “Are our Leaders changing 
the fundamentals of our Faith?...they 

lZf could not change them if they wanted to’} 
’ ' p.29,« I960 EVANGELISTIC COUIBIL.

& HOUTEFF had ^/-HENRY FORD SAID: rtEe have no experts 
» in our organization. If we discover one 

we fire him}” p.10. (Same.)

OF I960 EVANGELISTIC.COUNCIL. R.S.Watts.
R.R.FIGUHR: “Are our Leaders changing 

the fundamentals of .our Faith? I would 
say they better not try 1“ p.29.

ROY A. ANDERSON, KEYNOTE ADDRESS OF 
THE COUNCIL :> “Scientists now talk glibly 
about POPULATIONS, not only on this earth, 
but on 100 >000,000,000,000 planets .What 
an OPPORTUNITY Dor the presentation of 

and remain are caught up -TOGETHER pi th them the great-truths of Revelation 14’... 
to meet the Lord in the Airland thus shall 
we ever be with-the Lord.” UTF 14-17..MEW 13- 

.. 31. TM 446. DA 834,623. CC 399. Ed.309.1'6:20. 
75:485. GC 646.AA 588,590. 15:475,752,297.

Perhaps the one Jewel above all Jewels' v 
on the 144,000 “FIRST VISION” plus .subsequent 

- and related Visions, is that found in EGYi-PR 
29. Knovz.n as, “I846' BROADSIDE‘S - now- printed, 
in a separate sheet from UNITE PUBLICATIONS. . 
General Conference of SDA. Tahoma Park)

Large Readable. Si^e I5’2'xI2 perhaps 20,^.) ,

FROOM, who learned well-from his Mentor- 
A.G.DANIELLS - was Sly enough to stay, in the 
Background and-let others open the Attack - :..rr 

■ against every last Vestige of “IIY FIRST VI- 
DION” - such as, at sundry times - 

ROGERS, HOUTEFF, ZL FRIEND, NICCLICI,
7 • BRINSMEAD, HOPE TAYLOR, HIEBLRT, ROY A..ANDER

SON, RALPH .S.WATTS. c 77'" . ..
It seems Error takes one Swing of, the . .

• - .. .Pendulum, or the other. DOTRCIJLER & NICOLICI 
had 144,000 since \I844. ROGERS <-
144,000 Adventists plus the GREAT MULTITUDE

'144,000. ...
“T"TY FIRST VISION” of the 144,000 first

/ came to' Wm.E. Foy, a.Mulatto. Then to Hazen 
; Foss, in I844. Both were promising young

MinistersBoth knew, this Vision would never 
be popular. Both heard Sr. IThite give it. 
Both acknowledged this was the Vision given 
to them, p.29,30. “ELLEN G. WHITE- f

. .TO THE’REMNANT.” (BBH - about ^I;.00.)
- ; No Seventh-day Adventist. Minister .will 
preach the full Truth of the 144,OCO from 
any Seventh-day Adventist Pulpit. It would

... be more than his Job would be worth. Besides, 
\he does not know ite Ask him what the FOOT-

/'■ NOTES teach’ in “A WORD TO THE ‘LITTLE FLOG^ 
.-p.14,15. and see what he says. (RTF - BBH -



’’Then ALL the Saints,.

Of course we know that FEW will accept 
this Truth. But the reason WHY it is 
Important, more Important than you know, 
is ;because if you are Looking for a great 
“MULTITUDE" - you .will go the Way of the 
"MULTITUDE" - ahd be Trapped and Snared 
and taken. By the Adventist Church Leaders.

EW. 283: “ . o .and’ Jesus would be honored 
by TRANSLATING, without their seeing 
DEATH, the faithful, waiting ones who ■ 
had so long expected Him?1

“EVERY CASE had been decided for life or 
.death,.e EVERY CASE was decided, EVERY
Jewel NUMBERED... “IT IS DOLE, IT IS 
FINISHED?’ The Plan of Salvation had 
been accomplished, but FEW had chosen 
to accept it*.?’(This, then - is FOLLOWED 
by a GREAT WORLD-WIDE "REVIVAL!" Redd 
it in:) EW 279-282 and the Fate of the 
"MULTITUDE" - “MiMELL"-Preachers-p.282.)

This appeared in the "PRESENT TRUTH",. Middle
town, Conno August,1849. (PT 21-4. RH Al:9.) 
In the Book called "EARLY WRITINGS" (it is 
said that as Sr* White*held this release in 
her hands she said: “What have they done to 
my Book?" Hence one reason for taking “STEPS 
TO CHRIST"-to a worldly Firm. The Adventists 
paying “A King!s Ransom" to get it back. 
And, sure enough, went and CHANGED it when 
they did, ADDING that entire first chapter. 
The Lord did not know the "STEPS" to Christ, 
He needed the "URIAH' SMITHS" to show Him.) '

QUESTION: ' <
Why gear up people to determine what 
they will do, what Side they will take 
at ARMAGEDDON or at the Coming of Christ 
when they will do NOTHING, when they 
can do NOTHING - when "TODAY is the DAY 
of Salvation?’ "Sufficient unto the DAY 
is the Evil thereof’" Why worry or ask •' 
people to worry * about the MORROW? - .
You can do NOTHING about TOMORROW - you 
can only do something about TODAY, TODAY'> 
the Most Holy.Place is OPEN. No matter 
how DRAMATIC. the Events may be that fol
low - NOTHING changes after Probation . 
is Closed, THAT IS WHY the Testimonies . 
of Jesus dealt with "MY FIRST VISION11 
of the PATH, of the SEALING,.of the

.144,000 in NUMBER. ,

The first thing’that appeared in "PRESENT 
TRUTH" from the Pen of Sr. White - they 
threw out the -first Paragraph, took the rest 
of it - split it right down the Middle - 
printed the LAST part first, and the FIRST 
part last-. (Now try to Understand it!)

What appears in EW 36 was LAST - 
what appears in EW 42 was FIRST - 
and the first NEY paragraph MISSING - 
no wonder the1 German Reform to this day is 
mixed up and confused about the “SEALING" 
starting in 18441 And will not Listen to 
the Truth. They prefer DOERCHLER-NICOLICI. 
(Who, it is said - invented "ANOTHER GROUP" 
as did HOUTEFF, No’.ond wahts the. PL JN TRUTH 
about 144,000 "LIVING SAINTS’’ - and that is 
all. "Then ALL the Saints...were DELIVERED 
by the Voice of God. The 144,000..?’EW 37.)

THE'THIRD MESSAGE CLOSED.
"An Angel with a Writer’s Irikhorn by his 
side returned from the earth(no "Voice of 
God" yet’) and reported to Jesus that his 
work was DONE, and the Saints were NUMBERED 
and SCALED. Then I saw Jesus.. .throw down 
the Censer...“IT IS DONE!"... ,

2-(277)(The sly hints and threats to the 
Ministry NOT to have any Mind'of their own. 
Just go by your known Superiors. GC Policy.)
Tut all that, and none of that - will change 
the Truths of the 144,000.
After the 1846 "BROADSIDE" - the first thing 
that appeared regarding “THE SEALING TIME" 
and a “REFORMATION" sparked.by Satan in the 
Sealing Time - to be followed by the High 
Priest stepping out Of the MOST HOLY PLACE, 
which would bring the WRATH of God and the 
PLAGUES (ARMAGEDDON) - the DEATH DECREE, be
cause of the PLAGUES and the final TRIUMPH 
and GLORIFICATION Of the 144,000. "

\ ARM&GEDDON. '
DANIELLS and Company, followed by Advent
ist Preachers to.this day - really stwy 
Audiences with "ARMAGEDDON!" The favorite 
URIAH SMITH - "BIBLE READINGS" theme. 
If one did not know - one would think 
the Testimonies are full of it - but 
the Testimonies barely TOUGH it. And for 
a very good Reason.
(1) SEALING.
(2) Close of all Probation.
(3) Armageddon,
(4) Voice. Of God and Earthquake,
(5) Christ comes. Wicked all Dead,



i

book Stores.-)(Send 
re
There are many more “URIAH SMITH” Testimonies MORE 
that should be included•

v (among others) in

AUTUMN-1970. SPRING-1971. AUTUMN-1971.) 
$[0.oo a Year, (5.00 students. Single 
copy, {£3 .00. (I think there may be a 
Special on for back-numbers by the Year.)

3-(277) THAT IS 1<HY the Devil through his 
Seventh-day Adventist Leaders, through URIAH 
SMITH who lead the Van to CHANGE the Testi
monies in 1883, the General Conference ap- 
mcinting a COMMISSION to do this. (p. 65-67, 
CO of EGW-MESSENGER TO THE REMNANT. p.6g of 
SoP-TREASURE CHEST.)

’’Elder URIAH SMITH questioned the propriety 
of bringing the Testimonies before the Church 
AT ALL... In rejecting these Testimonies - 
Elder Smith, you have virtually Tejected ALL 
the Testimonies.“(To Battle Creek Church, 
1882.) p.!5o "ARE SDA DOING GOD'SWILL?” by 
Elder Brisbin. (Now out of Print. Try used 
book Stores.)(Send us ('500.oo to have it

THE HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY does JUT agree 
with TH/.JT J The Hoehn Research Library 
agrees, and said it long before he said 
it - that these are indeed ”URIAH SMITH11 
D&R and “BIBLE READING” quotes - but 
NOT," defiantly NOT by “MRS. WHITE’” 

CLARENCE C 0CRISLER was the one who made 
the “SELECTIONS’’ and RONALD GRAYBILL is 
still “RESEARCHING” this - but will bo 
or anyone else from the Top Echelons of 
the Church ever admit the TRUTH of the 
“TORN-OUT PAGES” of Crisler’s “handwrit
ten notations” showing WHERE he obtained 
his REFERENCES.’ But he did have ”SM)ND- 
ARY” references pointing to “URIAH SMITH’S 
classic work.” That is all that we want 
to know. p.5O. SW'iMER-1972. Thank you! 
RONALD GRAYBILL! You did your work well!

That is why we go by the ORIGINAL 1884 
SoP Edition Vol.4. (Set of 4 ORIGINALS

• now obtainable from BBH about fI5.oo.) 
We at least got that much of the VAULTS 

-printed and edited to bring it up to date.) opened up. How about opening up some
> - ??? Just what is the Idea of

• HIDING things in there - anyway? THE LAE 
should look into this!

RONALD GRAYBILL - SUMMER-1972. (Just what 
the HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY SAID for 20 
Years!) “She drew the quotations entirely 
from URIAH SMITH’S work.” p.5O.)

THE HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY SAID - as we, too 
- can “SMELL HERESY FROM A MILE AWAY” - be
cause we are in Tune with what the Testi
monies teach - saw what URIAH SMITH was up 
to and SAID it was URIAH SMITH before we had 
the PROOF POSITIVE that he led the Rebellion 
in 1888o To play this DOWN they bring up 
ANYTHING and EVERYTHING else about 1888.
But he was WORSE than any CANRIGHT-BALLANGER- 
KELLOGG - who had the plain Decency to go 
OUT! But this JUDAS remained IN.’ And took 
over the REINS. While FOOLING Sr. White in
to his “CONFESSION” of “Conversion.”

For instance - we are interested in the 
Time to “FLEE!” And we are NOT INTERESTED 
in that Sentence cut right in HALF - the 
other HALF of the Sentence put 10 pages 
away! GC 616 to 626. (SoP 4:445.)(Be 
careful how you read this - you nay have 
to do as we did - spend an HOUR on it 
BEFORE-YGU-ARE-SURE! Examine every Word.) 
(Do not go off Half-Cocked!)(Make SURE!)

URIAH SMITH, who lead the Van in 1888.(p.92 
“THROUGH CRISIS TO VICTORY” A.V .OLSON. BBH 
<5.oo.) The Year of the first CHANGED G.C.!

, URIAH SMITH.
RONALD GRAYBILL - a RESEARCH assistant for 
the White Estate is gathering material that 
ARTHUR WHITE vd.ll “write up.”

Since others have taken “MRS. WHITE” to task 
for her. 1888-1907-1911 changed of G.C. - 
and want to th^ow “MRS. WHITE” out‘entirely 
now - RONALD GRAYBILL came to the Rescue 

’ i SDA “SPECTRUM” Magazine, 
by the"Elite of the Church, where they 

. battle out issues such as “BLACK POWER!” 
and “STATE AID TO CHURCH INSTITUTIONS” and 
“EVOLUTION - .CARBON DATING” ‘ and the like. 
(Some real Eye-Openers on “OPERATION WHITE

COAT^ po55e SUMMER-1970.) (Not “REVELATION” 
'./■ but the BEAST OF REVOLUTION’ “BLACK POWER.’”

SPRING-1970.)(Come to the Defense of - KELLOGG (“ADD” • to your Faith - KNOWLEDGE! to begin 
rot - AUTUT'IN-I972;)(”0UT!” with EGW - !.’!' the “FOUNDATION of the Christian Church.”)

eww? //J;'

■ NEVER-NEVER-NEVER.
“If Nathanael had TRUSTED to the Rabbis 
for guidance, he would NEVER have found 
Jesus... While they TRUST to the guidance 
of HUMAN ’AUTHORITY,’ NONE will come to a 
SAVING KNOWLEDGE of the Truth.” DA I40-I.

the “FOUNDATION.of the Christian Church.”)



(5) Close of Adventist probation.
(6) Loud Cry.
(7) Close of all Probation.
(8) Plagues. /iRMAGEDDON. Who cares about 

ARMAGEDDON? Ehat does that CHANGE?

(9) Voice of God. Death Decree. Those 
still alive through Plagues - non 
Kill each other. DEAD BODIES AROUND 
THE WORLD.’ EW 282. GC 656.

(2) In the SEALING Time it is not enough to 
accept LIGHT - but SEALI1D Angel looks for 
those who "SIC-H & CRY" against "ALL" the 
"ABOPttNATIONS that be done" IN the Churdh. 
"MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE" - T3:2&7. RH. 
A2U9. Ezekiel 9. T5:5O5. GC 609,656.

4-(277) ’ t LIGHT.
Foy and Foss rejected the Light. By their . 
own Confession - they were Lost men. Can 
vo reflect so great Salvation and fare any 
Bettor? I think not.
IN THE ORDER OF GOD -
(I) Neglect LIGHT or reject LIGHT - we will 
be gi\en "ID MORE LIGHT" - until we accept 
the LIGHT - we already have.
INCREASES for God’s people near End.MM 187. 
RLuECTIOk of, leaves men subject to Satan’s 
deceptions. Tl:345.
TREASURE every Ray of LIGHT. TS:318. 
to Ends of the Earth. T8:40. Ev.413. 
LIGHTEN earth with. EK 245-50.
does not come to person who maizes no EFFORT. 
God’s angels LEAVE when KO EFFORT is made 
or CARELESS & IWIFFERENT. EW 270. T5:107. 
God works for people who RESPOND. PK 253. 
given to LIGHT whole World. SML:234-5.
taken from Church & given to World .TH 89. 
reject LIGHT - God’s condemnation.Tl:116. 
LIGHT to light other LIGHTS. CM 152. I® 44. 
GREAT DARKNESS comes to souls who pervert 
or reject. GC 572.
MIDNIGHT HOUR - Church is’in GREAT DARKNESS 
even IMPENETR/RLE e COL 4U.(423).
Out of that DARKNESS - LIGHT will Shine.415. 
PROCESSION with much LIGHT goes past Church. 
Does not need Church. WISE join - COL 406. 
accept LIGHT - more LIGHT. TH 507. 
increases for God’s people. 15*708-9.GW 300. 
LIGHT whole World. T5*729.
rejected, despised - WITHDRAWN. PP 269. 
more LIGHT to come. GW 310. T5*650. 
new precious LIGHT. CSW 34* CW 35. 
criminality to choose DARKNESS. T2-*352. 
watch for LIGHT. T5--708. GW 300. CW 41.

(10) Any still alive through all that - 
like KD&A the Church Leaders went 
alive into the Pit for teaching that 
"The Congregation is Holy - every one 
of them!" The full Autumn Council 
who voted for that "Message" - "LAST 
MESSAGE!" - the FIRE came out of the 
Cloud and licked them up! I wonder 
why your Preacher never talks about 
THAT.’ And now he cannot Talk, he 
dare not Talk - about the FIERY 
"STREAM" that will "ISSUE and come 
forth from BEFORE Him" - to burn up 
all the Wicked! PP 101.109.339,341. 
EW 52-4,295. GC 672. SG 3:87. (No, we 
did not find these References in 5 
minutes! It takes, something to break 
a Tradition and shake off a Spell.)

JUST WHAT ARE WE TALKING ABOUT?
We are Talking about the once-upon-a- 
Time Adventist truth of the SEALING 
and NO-HOPE-IN-THE-WORLD after the 
SEALING, /ifter Christ steps out of the 
Most Holy Place and dons Garments of Vengeance.

(3) The Church is "BLII'DED" when it UNITES 
with the World in "KEY’ ’73!" How even spon
sored in CATHOLIC CHURCH BULLETINS the same 
as ADVENTIST CHURCH BULLETINS also sponsored 
or published "with Ecclesiastical Approval." 
"CALLING OUR CONTINENT TO CHRIST" Roman Rite: 
Epiphany, "KEY ’73" - getting ready for the 
Biggest Day of all - EASTER SUNDAY/ (This 
Bulletin by courtesy of "Mexican W")

"BLINDED in this manner, THEY do not re
alize that THEY are elements of DARKNESS 
rather than LIGHT. "COPE OUT FROM AMONG

THEM, and be ye SEPARATE, saith the Lord 
...and I will receive YOU",..it is IM
POSSIBLE for the Children of God to UNITE 
with Worldlings: "Be ye not unequally 
yoked together with unbelievers...For 
what...communion hath LIGHT with DARKNESS? 
and what concord hath Christ with Belial?” 
..."Come OUT from among them."T5:I3.
(4) "The Angel is to place a MARK on the 
Forehead of all who ARE separate from Sin 
and Sinners, and the DESTROYING Angel is 
to follow, to slay utterly both Old and 
Young...if you CHOOSE the society of 
those who are the ENEMIES of Christ, do 
you expect God to work a MIRACLE to keep 
you from yielding to Satan’s power?" T5: 
505,511. DA 152. SG 2*201. RH. A2:255.
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’73” - “KEY ’73”-
*

3rd your FROOM -.
S

Read “AN OPEN LETTER TO CONGRESS” - 
“NO VJAR TO SAVE THE JEVJ” - (Urite a rd 
he will serd you some FREE. GLKS.) 
God’s men are at foheir Posts. R'hile the 
Adventists have left theirs.

You took to Uboving1 the Jew, the found
er of COM’IUNISM, your Church-Leaders 
said NOTHIN! at the Rape of the Arabs. 
And so now where have the JEN-LOVING 
ADVENTISTS taken you? Taking MILLIONS . 
of Ford-Foundation Funds. Buying your 
soul lock,, stock, and barrel.

5-(277) M ARE TiE TALKING ABOUT?
Ae are Talking about the PROMISE of God that 
if we care NOTHING .about the Fine'Points of 
Truth dug out at infinite cost and abuse and 
opposition from the Synagogue of Satan - 
God will care NOTHING about us. He did not 
give His truth to be despised by unregenerate 
men and silly women. Led astray1 by divers 
Lusts. Deceiving.and being deceived; He have 
His truth and His law to be OBEYED - no mat- . 
ter what 16,000 BRINSIEADS or HEPPENSTALLS 
or FROOMS or MARTERS or RONDELLES or FAG AL S 
or PiAXViELLS say about it.’

Still the “HOLY” Lard, and still the 
“HOLY” peopleo About ready to plunge 
the .World into a Blood-Bath that will 
come up to the Horse’s Bridles.

JUDAS opposed Christ on the Point of 
setting up that earthly “KINGOM COLE.” 

__  _ That the JEW is still trying to DO. 
the TRUTH will make you FREE of the Dingalings. And the Adventists had the Testimony 
• ’__________ ■' • • - AGAINST it and HID it in the Vaults.

It might not please the Jew. But a mis
take, was made and they let it out* 
BUT'-IGT-OI'E-OF-THET7!-NOR-ONE “REFORMER” 
will write, about ;it. •. r-..- •.

I have seen for YEARS how HMSR has left 
out dealing with the 1,000 years DESOLA
TION. Not popular. Not popular with the 
JVJ’s who also hate the Name of Jesus. 
It has to be “JEHOVAH” or “YAHREH” or ’ 
something. The JEW and the YAHVIST-want 
to start something from OLD JERUSALEM. 
The ADVENTIST chases down-there, to
gether with all the Churches of Babylon, 
Herbert W.Armstrong also.-

Many Adventists have read the Writings 
of Gerald LiK.Smith. They thought that 
he perhaps had a Point, but that he went 
too far. He became a “Hate-Monger,”
But did he? Was he so far out of Line? 
Or was the JEW that real 100% “HATE
MONGER” of all Time? That, bit the hard., 
that fed him. GERMANY was the' only Nation .. 
in the World to grant the: Jew full RIGHTS 
And the JEW tried to wipe out the German 
Nation with the same HATRED and DEMON
POSSESSED DETERMINATION as he exercises 
against the ARAB - his soul Brother.
“THE CROSS AND THE FLAG” -April 1973. ’’ ,:; 
(2.00 a year. P.O .Box 27895/Los Angeles, 
Calif. 90027. (Get the April number.)

WHAT AM I TALKING ABOUT?
I am talking about AFTER- the SEALING -
I am talking about AFTER the PLAGUES - '
I am talking about AFTER the VOICE OF GOD -
I am talking about AFTER the EARTHQUAKE -
I am talking about AFTER ” ARMAGEDDON” -
I am talking about AFTER all Hope -
I am talking about the MAXL7ELL Book -
I am talking about-'the “BOOK OF A NEVJ ORDER”- 
I am talking about “FAG AL” for a Decade -
I am talking about “RICHARDS” for a Decade - 
I am talking about “FAITH FOR TODAY” -
I am talking about “MISSION ’73” - “KEY ’73”- 
I am talking ’about the PACIFIC PRESS -
I am talking about the BOOK "COMMITTEES -
I am talking about the GENERAL CONFERENCE 
I am talking about WHITE of the VAULT" 
I am talking about YOUR PASTOR - 
I am talking about YOU
It did not matter in the. Days of Noah how f 
MANY died in the Waters of the Flood - it •. 
mattered1 how many were SAVED - that is all 
that mattered. Also in the Days of Lot.
It did not matter, if, the whole Church were 
on the Side of .KD&A -’ or that the Ground 
opened up for them and the Fire out of the. , 
Cloud licked up thefull Autumn Council - . 
or that this is to the REPEATED. 
306. 
461.
(Watch them next or any other EASTER J )GC 608.
T5U63?I36p8O-2,211-2 “ ..... ’ ’*’*

" ▼ To f f1 TVfH‘ < • M...1 • ’ > T T* • 4 • ■

Dumb Dog Preacher. T5;2H* 'None of that mat
ters - to YOU. If you know the TRUTH and

SoP I:300,;
Or that Balaam will ride again. ,PP .453.
Or that Advehtists will keep Sunday.

Or that the Lord will 
SLAUGHTER them ILL - that listen to that 
TVnwiVi ri rtTn H"1 £ • O”TT T1O <1 “P 4“ Vi d 4" 1

If you know the TRUTH and
And the False Prophets, and the rejectors 
of “MY FIRST VISION” - the WRING - the 
Close of Probation, the.Plagues, the 1,000 
years of DESOLATION. ... • ■■. . ;

..............•. . . • . . .., . r .. ?



So now they are on a Tear to sell the World 
the JEW-JW-HWA-“EVANGELICAL" "KINGDOM ON 
EARTH" - the aspiration of the BLACK also!

to be in Harmony with the JW - HWA -
SR - the JEW - and most of the Churches 

of Babylon]

It was just NATURAL for such a people to 
fall Hook, Line, and Sinker - for EROOM, 
for BRINSMEAD, for HIEBERT,. for ROGERS, for 
PESTES, for RADER, for AL FRIEND, for a 
vzhole String of other FALSE PROFHETS who 
knew something Better than "MY FIRST VISION.*1

Is it true as the FGBMFI Top Officials 
wrote the Hoehn Research Library and 
also to RDB - that “Two of your top 
leaders received .the Power and spoke 
in Tonguesi" - ??? GOD-LET-THEM-GO|

How else do you explain the entire SDA 
Church taking up with the “ONE WORLD 
GOVERNMENT" P/IAXWELL-JEW BOOK - ? The 
very thing the JEWS are looking forJ 
And why they are again willing to wage 
War' to prove that CHRIST~WAS-WROiG-AND- 
SO-ARE-THE«*TESTIMONiES-OF-JESUSl

H .ELS.RICHARDS - “VOICE OF PROPHECY" - 
"Something BIG’s coining IN THIS WORLD. No
thing can stop ito.o A WORLD LIKE GOD WANTED 
IN THE BEGINNING, like it vias in the Garden - 
of EdenJ

"Now go back to the 2nd. chapter of 
DANIEL’s prophecy.. „A WORLD-WIDE KINGDOM... 
A CITY FOURSQUARE( "FOURSQUARE" 3 times to 
the “FOURSQUARE" people’)...

"Now go down to the 44th verse of this 
prophecy. In the days of these kings or 
kingdoms shall the God of Heaven set up 
A KINGDOM which shall never be destroyed: 
It shall absorb all the other KINGDOMS... 
CHRIST IS COMING.e.’«p.l2-IS. FGBMFI "VOICE." 
Sept. 1962.

ANDERSON and RICHARDS stood on ORAL ROBERTS - 
and BILLY GRAHAM’s FGBI.FI "THE BANTER OVER 
US IS LOVE]" - platform at the Seattle World’s 
Fair- - July 2-6, 1962*

THE TESTIMONIES.
I want you to do 3 things:
(1) If you have not read, and have ®ot 

very thoroughly MARKED the Errors 
in that MAXWELL-JEW Book - then you 
will be in no position to appreciate 
the Truth until you do.

(2) Read and MARK - DA 628-631. There
' are things MISSING here, but the 
deliberate Skulduggery by the JEW-

’ LOVERS as they took out the word: 
"JEW" that the Testimonies had in 
here, will now be Nullified as we 
go to the ORIGINAL without any JEW 
around to CHANGE this as they CHANG
ED PK 210 to Aid and Abet the JEW 
"YAHVIST" Cult - which you will find 
if you track the "ElWiNUEL MOVEMENT" 
down which they LEFT OUT here as a 
"FORM OF SPIRITISM" - which is the 

’ = way it was shown in the ORIGINAL in 
RH. A6:397. YAH] Jan.8,1914. Baal- 
zebub the god of Ekron. Worshipping 
at Satan’s shrine. Satanic witchery. 
So it is, and only Witches fall for 
it, unless they Repent. And walk 
very carefully afterwards. Check 
these two Testimonies mangled by. 
the Adve nti st JEW-LOVERS,;to see

■ how closely related BOTH are J For 
some of you this will .be your LAST 
CHANCE to Repent and come over on 
the RIGHT SIDE - take.your Stand 
on the Third Angel’s Message and 
Platform again - for if you follow 
the JE7A4IAXWELL you are OFF the 
Foundation. READY for the Miracles 
about to break forth and astound 
the World - any .moment now. GC 612«

6-(277) The JW’s - the SR - the SDA. - and 
any others now on a Tear to .gather that 
"INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE THAT NO MAN CAN NUM- 
P-T" ~ (not knowing they come from the Grave] 
DA 834*) not satisfied with 144,000 -

NOT-ONE-WORD of the 1,000 years DESOLATION.’ 
Might not be Popular’-The same Stunt pulled 
off in the last two SHADOWY PAGES of HMSR 
"ONE WORLD" - now making its rounds for KEY 
’73. "ARMAGEDDON...God’s great DAY...The 
earth will be CHANGED: at last there- will 
be days'of HEAVEN UPON EARTH. The earth 
will be REEO/ED, unity will come again, and 
the earth itself will become the PARADISE < 
home of God’s people... A PERFECT WORLD...
ONE WORLD..po3I8-9»

Yesi I know what he writes on po300] But ' 
to PLEASE the EVANGELICALS he MINIMIZES the 
1,000 years desolation or/and BLOTS IT OUT] 1

Read it as the’ you believed in the 1,000 
years of Grand Peace - would this Book change 
your Mind — bring about a CONVERSION? Not 
at all] These 2 pages were slipped in there

FGBI.FI


(I
?®NT-ON-EARTH! Even if BED-TIME-STORY-SDA- 
M/iXViELL-THINKS-SO!

(3)

HERE IS THE TEST.’
It looks like '“GOD” was with the JEW to 
massacre the ARAB - his Blood Brother,, Both 
are SEMITES, But there was no “MIRACLE” 
about the British and American military 
TRAINING. Jews in Vietnam and RELEASING them 
to take.after the sitting-duck Arabs with 
NAPALMJ Burning them alive. The Lord will 
give them a Taste of that - when He comes. 
pp 101,103,110,222,241.

the rest of it still applies to the 
“JEWISH-PEOPLE!” RH, A3 :632, Dec.13, 
1898. (This Testimony CONTINUES Dec.
20, 1898.) RH Zi3 : 633. ;

HERE IS THE TEST] 
If you want to believe the TESTIMONIES or 
not! It LOOKED like the Tower of Babel would 
go up, NOTHING could stop it! But 12 men of 
God came, hacked NIMROD into 12 pieces, the 
Lord confounded their language, and they 
began to Fight among themselves as the JEWS 
did in Old Jerusalem ard as they will do 
again0 THERE^W’ILL-BE^ND-JEW-ONE-WORLD-GOVERN- behind

BELIEVE THIS TESTIMONY - 
BELIEVE NOT THE JEW - !!! ■ 

“Many false MESSIAHS will appear, claiming 
to work. MIRACLES, (The Yahvists have been 
doing this already) and declaring that the 
TIME for the deliverance of the Jewish 
NATION has come.(She wrote this when there 
was NO JEWISH NATION.1) These will mislead 
many.
0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0

“These words were fulfilled. Between 
the death of Christ and the siege of 
JERUSALEM, many false Christs appeared. 
But this warning is given also to those 
who live in this age of the world. The 
SA?® DECEPTIONS practiced prior to the 
destruction of JERUSALEM will again be 
practiced. The same EVENTS that took 
place at the overthrow of JERUSALEM 
will take place again...
o—0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o 
Look at the hand of the JEW at this 
point. “Have-been-practiced-through-the 
ages....“ DA 628. Here the Testimony 
of Jesus is speaking of a SPECIFIC hap
pening at the Destruction of OLD JERUS
ALEM, to be REPEATED EXACTLY at the END 
and ONLY at the END as a specific SIGN 
of the END - as it does here and also 
in GC 36 - speaking of NOTHING ELSE but 
the TWO EVENTS - DESTRUCTION of the 
HOLY CITY SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN - SABBATH
KEEPING CHURCH that had departed from 
the Testimony of Jesus to please some 
BARABAS REVOLUTIONARY ELEMENT JEW who 
wanted his Kingdom on Earth - and that 
would be REPEATED at the END and ONLY ■ ’ 
at the END as another DESTRUCTION is 
coming on another JEW and another SAB
BATH-KEEPING CHURCH backing the SAME 
kind of REVOLUTIONARY RED*BLACK ELEMENT 
who will face the SA?® kind of UTTER 
DESTRUCTION - only WORSE! GC 36-8.

What an effective way to make this 
whole thing of no-effect whatever by 
some JEW slipping in here that this is 
NOTHING-UNUSUAL-AT-ALL! As it has been 
done “THROUGH THE AGES!” DA 628. Get 

me, Satan!
0-0—0—0—0—0—o-o-o-o—0—0—0—0—0-0—0—0—0—0 

now skip 3^ lines as being the same,) 
“Those standing next to the throne 

were slain. “All these things must come 
to pass, but the end (of the JEWISH NA
TION as a nation) is not yet...
O—0—0—0—0—O—OrO—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
(Now we will go to bottom of page 

DA 628 qs essentially the same with 
this exception, the ORIGINAL pin-pointed 
the word some JEW left out in the last 
Line:) “The JEWISH people have looked 
to themselve s. ” (EMPHASIS HII® .) Thi s 

So far essentially the same in PK 628. But one word left out - EMPHASISES that 
now some JEW started Messing around with it.
I will not point it all out. Compare for 
yourself. What YOU learn yourself is of 
more value to YOU!

7-(277) THE JEW-MAXWELL.
What' does 'the MAXWELL-ENGLISH-JEE SDA Book 
call for? For a false “?®SSIAH’“ Is that 
not what the JEWS look for - ? I have proof 
upon Proof of that. Perhaps MAXWELL, like 
CHURCHILL - was only under the JEWISH WAR- 
MO aGERINj “HERREN FOLK!” thumb. Whatever 
the explanation - there is no more “THIRD 
ANGELfS ?®SSAGE” here than in the left hind 
Leg of a Mangy Dog. This is the JEWISH 
“I® SSI AH” to come to the JEW - to set up 
his “KINGDOM!” The JEW has decioved.the 
whole religious World with his JW “KINGDOM 
COF® J” Investigation should prove that RUS
SEL ard RUTHERFORD were JEWS or married to 
JEWESSES® Should have another Look at some 
Adventist Leaders also. I could name a 
Dozen of them. ...,.? ....,? .....?



THE TESTIMONY FROM RH. A3:,633. -

PK 417,455 
!

(Bottom ■§• of DA 631 starts out correct, 
with this difference in the ORIGINAL:)

“When ye therefore shall see the ABOMI
NATION of DESOLATION, spoken of by Dan
iel the prophet, stand in the holy place 
(whoso readeth let him understand;,.
(The “HOLY PLACE” was the Holy City, 
what is the “HOLY PLACE’1 now - ? Is it 
not the HOLY SABBATH-KEEPING CHURCH?) 

. ■ . / i"; '•. A..

“then—-FT,EE into the •mountains (let there 
be no presumptuous dallying.)” EGU.

8-(277) The more I look at this, the more 
I see.how terribly important these DETAILS 
are right ,now in the days immediately before 
us, some already behind us. WHAT A MESS some 
ENGLISH JEW made with DA 629-63IJ I will 
just cover the Points this JEW left out or 
CHANGED to suit URIAH SMITH - DANIELLS ~ or 
whoever. How we need that PRESS so I could 
OFF-SET it for you. Where are those with 
• 5,000000 TITHE? Must you give it only if 
the CAUSE is POPULAR? Then iCEEP it - this 
will NEVER be Popular*

, o—o—0-0—o—o—o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o 
(DA 630 - 5 lines down,) “So it. will be

. agairic But it is . over the seventh-day Sab- 
.bath that the battle will be fought...”
o—o**o—0—o—o—o—o —o—o* o—0 —o—0 —o—0 —o—0—o—o—0—o 
(The rest in DA 630-1 is such complete total 

RUBBISH/* that I will ignore it and just x 
quote the ORIGINAL, the portions of great 
and immediate application. “For more than 

..a 1,000 years such PERSECUTION...” DA 631.
I had some pretty strong language rea^yhere 
that I think is very fitting, but I will 
spare yo.u by just saying - this sort of 
Laodicean. BUNK J. Again the Adventist “JED” 
trying to. cover up-for himself, not. willing 
that anyone should know the ADVENTIST is 
going .to- get it like the JEU got it in OLD 
JERUSALEM! For that is what it said in the 
ORIGINAL and no “1,000 years” about it! 
The ORIGINAL .sncke ONLY of the DESTRUCTION 
of OLD JERUSALEM and the DESTRUCTION now ■' 
to come on SABBATH-i<EEPERS who gave up the 
FAITH and refused to FLEE' OUT of BABYLON 
but .follow FROOM & BRINSMEAD into the Jaws 
of Death! Are they giving REVELATIONS IS? 
If they did - they would not be received 
as they are, EASTER or any other SUNDAY!

“JERUSALEM is a representation of what 
THE CHURCH will be if it refuses to walk

■ in the LIGHT that God has given.”T8:67. 
“The DESOLATION of JERUSALEM in the days of 
Jeremiah is a SOLEMN warning to modern 
Israel&rfrf”-He that REMAIKETH in this CITY 
shall" DIE by the SW0RD, (TI:I9G,270. RH Al: 
40,104. T2*595» FOE 482.) by the FAMINE, 
and by the PESTILENCE: (FT 32. RH. AI:II. 
Jer.8.’2, PESTILENCE in the SEALING TIME!) 
but he that gbeth forth to the Chaldeans 
shall LIVE,.. Plain and positive were the 
words spoken.,. “This CITY shall surely be 
given into the--hand of the King of BAB£LONTs- 
ARMY, which shall take it.” PK 417,455o 
(They will ’take LLU right over! “Go ye' OUT 
to-meet-Him!” He is NOT in that Place nor 
anywhere near it!)< •

“Companies inspired by Satan will be
1 formed to deceive and delude, This will 

■ be a SIGN of the second advent...

“Because, of PERSECUTION, many vri.ll be 
offended, . .and they will STUMBLE and 
FALL, apostatizing from the faith they 
ONCE ADVOCATED ....They will be CUT AWAY, 
as branches that bear no fruit, .and will 
be bound up with the upbelievers, scof
fers, and mockers.

“Those who apostatize in time of 
trial will bear false witness and betray 
their to secure their own
safety. They will tell where their 
brethren are concealed, putting the 
WOLVES oh their track. Christ has warned 
us of this, that we may not'be SURPRISED 
at the cruel, uhnatural course pursued 
by friends Shd*relatives. “Little child
ren, it is.the last time,” John writes, 
“and as ye’have heard that ANTICHRIST 
shall come, even now are there many 
ANTICHRISTS; whereby we know that it is 
the last time, They went OUT from us, 
but they were not of us =.. 
0-0'-0-0--0-0-0~0-0-0-’0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
(is that the way DA 630-1 sounds?) 
“AJ.1 that have refused to be taught of 
God, hold the Traditions of men. They 
at last pass over on the side of the ■ 
Enemy, (in “KEY *73!” That is the Side 
of the Enemy - of the JEW, the CATHOLIC, 
the EVANGELICAL, Churches of BABYLON!) 
against God, and are written, “AiNTI- 
CHRIST.“.i.find in ANTICHRIST the center 
of their UNION. Vihile the two -parties 
stand in collision, the Lord will appear4! 
SPECIAL TM 312. 1896.) 
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-6-0-0-0-0-0 
(Continuing from RH. A3:633> - - - )



DOES THIS SOUND LIKE SDL JEW*MAXWELL?

D.D. “THE CROSS & THE FLAG”

“Seeing the Apostles place the final separation 
of the saved and the unsaved at the Lord’s 
next coming, we wonder how the MILLENARIANS 
intend populating their promised MILLENNIUM?”

CALVIN referred to it as fiction and too 
puerile to deserve refutation.

The Adventist Church has been strangely 
SILENT and NON-COPMITTAL about JEWISH ' 
ASPIRATIONS in the name of “JEW” -

AUGUSTINE (354-430) one of the greatest 
leaders in the Church called it “carnal,1’

0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-o-o-o-o-o-0-0-0 
(All the above from GLKS-April 1973 .)

We have sources that will distribute 
them if you want to pay for 100 copy 
Carton - BO.00, 10 Cartons - £250.00. 
(We will tell the Press where to ship 
them. Know what your Tithe is doing.
In the days of Christ the Message was, 
“OUT” of the Sabbath-keeping Church1 
And this is the Message now Repeated. 
“Go ye OUT to meet Him!” And the SIGN 
of when to go OUT is very plainly 
given. When the Banner of the “GOD 
LOVES ILL PEN EVERYWHERE AND AS LONG

DR. G.CAP'TBELL MORGAN confessed, “I am 
quite convinced that the old material
istic view of setting up of an earthly 
JEWISH KINGDOM is utterly unwarranted?1

, “Dr. Patrick Fairbairn: “The teaching of the 
New Testament rejects the Jewish expectations, 
both of territorial restoration, and of re
vived Judaism.”

but the VOICELESS PROPHECY has been 
playing DOWN the 1,000 years DESOLATION 
of the Earth - and playing UP the idea 
of a “NEW EARTH RESTORED” when Christ 
comes J And the setting up of a “KING
DOM Thus, unknowingly or knowingly- 
along with the JW's and HWA and Yahvists 
playing into the hands of the JEW anl 
his spilling the Blood of untold MIL
LIONS in two World Wars where the JEW 
stood beside every USA President, Prime 
Minister of Canada, and of Britain. 
Often the SAPE JEWJ Heading the World 
for his “KINGDOP! COPE!” His "ONE-WORLD- 
GOVERNMENT!” (Look for those very words 
in the SDA-JEW-MAXWELL Book J As well 
as from HMSR! The whole World is going 
“JEvJJ”)

“ORIGEN was against the millennium theory.”

“NONE DARE CALL IT CONSPIRACY!” 3 for 
Jfe.oo. CONCORD PRESS, PO Bx 2686, 
Seal Beach, Calif. 90740.

“There is NOT ONE WORD in the Bible (but there 
is in the' JEW SDA PiAXWELL BOOK! ) that stated 
that Christ will reign corporeally and visibly 
in a Jewish Synagogue over non-Christi'an Jews 
after the second advent, 
trary. Read for yourself, Zee.13: 7,Dan.7:10; 
Mt.3:12;Acts 17:31.” -

Dy -’Pax AcXcClark, 
April 1973. p.3 -

but many to the con-
: AS LIFE SHALL LAST” - the Heart and 

Soul of the SDA-JEW-ENGLISH-MAXWELL 
BookJ In their “god” there is no HATE 
a rd no SEPARATION. No Rev.18! But they

• follow MAXWELL to set up a Jew inspired 
“KINGDOM” - a “ONE-WORLD-GOVERNMENT” 
with Headquarters in JERUSALEM!) 

ABOP/IINATION OF DESOLATION. 
****D0 YOU BELIEVE THE TESTIMONIES?

YOU BELIEVE THIS? (RH.A3:632.):::

“There will be no people in the flesh on 
earth after the Second Advent, This is the 
teaching of the Apostles. Are we to dispute 
their word?"

“T .W .BALL wrote :
“The shutting of the door (of mercy and sal
vation) will occur at the coming of the Lord 
with all His saints.”(Matt.25:10; Lk,13:25;
1 Thess. 3:13) so that NONE can get saved 
afterwards, (see Gen.7:16^ ’NOW is the day 
of salvation’(2 Cor,6:2);...“TO-DAY” His 
voice may be heard•,

“...the earth and the works that are therein 
shall be BURNED UP...All these things shall 
be DISSOLVED.’ (2 Pet.3 :10ff) The FLOOD was 
a plain type of the coming FIRE... (Rev.6: 
13-17; 20:llf; Ps.50:3-5; Isa.26:19-21;66:15)

9-(277) While the ADVENTIST JEW-MAXWELL is 
going to have his JEWISH “KINGDOM” on Earth 
when his “Messiah” comes in a flaming Saucer, 
we go to GERALD L.K.SMITH for more LIGHT on 
the JEW and the “KINGDOM” - than from ary 
Adventist source.



■ PHILADELPHIA!) GC 560.

IS84 SoP: 4:188.)(The very same thing

We see two groups praying,- almost the
588. (Footnotes.1). same Prayer - asking for the "HOLY SPIRIT’1

10-(277) (The following . should be read with 
the knowledge that the Head of the Israelitic 
Army was quoted by all: News-Media that the 
Jews are looking for the Messiah to come to 
set up his Kingdom at Jerusalem!)

(the true church) shall they tread under 
foot forty and two months...'1 1888 GG 266.■

Those who are kept in the ’’Hour of Tempta
tion” are Philadelphians! AA

The above is a PHILADELPHIAN PROMISE - look 
again-and see this is Rev .3:10.Philadelphia!

144,000 Philadelphians are Sealed! WTF I4~5»'. for - THE P0WE5lJ;;And in the 1846 BROAD- 
(Chepk Footnotes! Do the same in EW 13-31.) ’SIDE, in EGW-MR 29, in EW 56 - :

from Heaveno Which, 
despise and prefer to MIX with BILLY BABYLON 
GRAHM for that ’’KINGDOM COLE!” on Earth. 
They have chosen BARABAS/They DESPISE and 
REJECT the 1/84,000 Philadelphians .WTF 14.).

’’Said the angel of the-Lord: . "The holy city

and the one OUT of the .Most Holy Place, 
under whatever guise - prefer the Com
pany in the EMPTY, DESERTED CORRIDORS - 
the" "NO EFFORT!" EW.270. GC 471. "Faith 
ALONE!” GC . 47I - and are "LEFT:to the™ •

.st- / w:,.? • *,v

"Just before us is the "HOUR OF TEMPTA
TION, which shall come upon all the 
World...,’1 "Because thou hast kept the .. 
word of My.patience, I also will keep 
thee,"(FOOTNOTE REFERENCE: Rev.3:10..

Yes! This is "IT IS WRITTEN" - SoP 4: 
: 376-7.. (LEFT OUT of SR 398. Not wanted
by the Vault-manipulators.). T6:400. T5:. ■ , 
451. SM 2:380. RH. 7x2:385. EW 262. PP
396, TM 411. MM 87. DA 394.
Ev.;36O. TM'62. The MAXWELL False Prophet 
like 3 unclean FROGS go to the whole .

■ ..

•' ■’i i.

The "Hour of Temptation” is the Hour for 
the E ngli sh- Jew-SDA-F a gal -Richard s-Maxwell 
"Spirits of Devils PERSONATING'beloved re
latives or friends., .will work- MIRACLES...

James White with the approval of EGW: 
"And this shall be the plague wherewith the ? 
Lord will smite all the people that have 
fought'against JERUSALEM (the Saints): Their 
flesh shall consume away while they stand 
upon their feet, and their eyes shall consume 
away in their holes, 
consume away in their mouth.” Zech.14:12..•

• "The man "clothed with linen," marks the 
Saints before the SLAYING commences...

, ; / "Those who keep*the word'of Christ’s 
"patience” in this time of waiting, and trial, TION" 
will then be kept “FROM the Hour of Tempta-

. tion, (or trial) which shall come on all the 
WORLD, •

.Rev.3:10." WTF 2,3/

(It should also be remembered that as the 
Message of Rev. 18 is to come OUT of Baby
lon, and there is no Babylon! This is in 
the Spiritual realm. So also is "JERUSALEM" 
also, to be taken in the Spiritual sense. " 
In this case we believe this is a DUAL Pro
phecy., Applying to LITERAL "Jerusalem" the 
unholy City, and the Washington, DC the 
Headquarters of the greatest Light ever given World - JEil-CATHOLIC-SDA-all led by 

‘ as the Jews of Old, they BILLY. GRAHAM in his "KEY ’73!" GC 561.
With the Doctrines listed in GC 470-3c 
.The world-wide "C0UOT.ERFEIT" GC 464.- .
“So APOSTASY in THE. CHURCH will prepare /• 
the way for the IMAGE” - get up by the 
“EVANGELICALS” - GC 443-5 a When they " “  
accept State Funds© It will be only a‘“ 
"STEP” to the. resort to "FORCE!" GC 445.

Do .not object now to the General Confer
ence and Brinsmead and Wright leading 
us into the FIRST APARTMENT that is 

. EMPTY! DESERTED! VACATED] So far away 
that even God Himself must use a “FLAM- 
ING CHARIOT” to.go to the MOST HOLY PLACE] 
But Theologian LESLIE HARDINGE at- the 
GC Session - June 18, 1970 - 10:45 A.M. \ 
as reported in R&H. June 19,1970 - .

and their tongues shall- , • .. .
Hand in Glove with the AWAKENIIU took 
the Denomination BACK into the "OUTER 
COURT” for "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" and 
into the "HOLY PLAGE" for “SAIETIFICA- . ~ 

, and - as .the “AWAKENING" - . ■"

Reserves the “PLACE-MOST HOLY" for the •. . . 
to try them that dwell upon the earth’! . FUTURE - for the "GLORIFICATION” when 

“the High Priest MOVES INTO the HOLIEST 
He will carry you . there.“ p-.9,10.

In 1973 - in the line of Apostasies - 
there is only.one thing left to; look

in EW 56 - ‘



And so they say NOTHING against the 
aspirations of the JEWS - for they have 
the SAME aspirations to sit in the Seat 
of Power.

FOR TOMORROW:.
’•These works of apparent HEALING will 
bring Seventh-day Adventists to the 
TEST’” SM 2:48-53.

’’What a lesson is this to men holding posi?, 
. tions of responsibility to-day in the Church 
. of. God!” PK 416. T8:67. T5:SO-2.

“In the last SOLEMN work- FEW great men will
<be engaged* THEY are self-sufficient, inde

pendent of God, and He eani-iot-use-them!”
T5:80.

This POWER by those who have “Departed 
from the Faith.” SM 2:54,147-153. .

It ray overlap. I am not Sure.: But an
other TEST will be: When the BRINSMEADS, 
and the HEPPENSTALLS,and the - METERS, 

. and the FROOMS^and the MAXWELLS,and the 
LARONDELLES, make the COMMAMNEITS of 
God of non-effect as they Rail against 
“LEGALISM.’” - SM 2:382-6 - which Side 
not “WILL” you take - but .which /Side 
“DO” you take? Today..'. ■ •? - ; J;,

A College Professor held up a String 
of Loma Linda “WIENERS” and said: 
“This is the Image of the BeastJ” 
Their Doctrines are little better.

You do not like this Language? God does not 
. like your Actions. This is the Time to
Repent. If it is not too late. This is the 
Time for some SHAME1 Before your Blood is 
spilled with Fury by your God as in the 
.Destruction of His Church in Old Jerusalem. 
Ezekiel 35:6-9,12,13. 36:1-4.6-.I7-I9.3I-2.

“The:. DESOLATION of JERUSALEM in- the days of 
Jeremiah is a SOLEMN .warning to modern Is
rael, that the counsels and admonitions 
given them through chosen instrumentalities 
cannot be disregarded with impunity.”PK 417.

II-(277) Deceptions that they LOVE..“EW 270. 
“...and they are LEFT to the buffetings of 
Satan.” EW 45,54,111,113.116. .

And the reason and result is given, the 
reason for the MAXVJELL Book - “...they study 
to ge something -NEW, something GREAT, add 
to have their words EXACT to the ear and 
PLEASING to man, and-God’s-Spirit-leaves- 
them.” EW 116.

The 3 unclean Spirits like Frogs go to 
the Kings of the Earth to “GATHER” them 
to the Battle of Armageddon, With the 
SDA-ENGLISH^JEW-MAXuELL BOOK. “MANY will 
stand -in our Pulpits with the Torch of 
FALSE PROPHECY in their hands, kindled 
from the Hellish Torch of Satan! “TM 409*

THEIR FATE.: ' •
“The JEWISH people have looked to them
selves. They have not repented and been 
converted, that I should heal them. The 
SIGNS that they argue as TOKENS! of their

”...they will COWARDLY take the. side of the 
OPPOSERSoi. To stand in defense of TRUTH 
(SDA-JEW/XWELL. - is THAT the “TRUTH” -??)• 
and RIGHTEOUSNESS when the MAJORITY forsake 
us, to fight the Battles of the Lord when 
CHAMPIONS are FEW; - this will be our TEST.”. : 
T5:I36.

“NATURE OF ADAM BEFORE THE FALL” (HOLY FLESH!) ADVENTIST BOLONEY - 
EW 26I. SM 2:31. Ev.595. and every other 
Damnable thing that comes along. Like a 
Whore that has no Resistance. TS:250.

And here again we come to the comparison 
with the Sin of.the Jews that'crucified 
Christ - so does this Synagogue of Satan 
who say they are “JEUS” but. who LIE and ARE 

r NOT - who will yet Bow at the Feet of the 
Saints - these GET-THE-POWER by committing 
the Sin against the Holy Ghost, by denying 
every last vestige of the SEALING and the 
/MOST HOLY PLACE - when their Probation is 
Closed when they REJECT the LAST WARNING 
given them - then they ” GET-THE-POWER ’« 
Speak in Tongues and believe they have the

release from Bondage are SIGNS of their 
’ DESTRUCTION.” RH. A3 :632* Dec.I3,I898.

(SAME in DA 628-9 but the KEY-WORD is
• MISSING! “The JEWISH people....”).

They will be Atomized. Disease Germs. 
Nerve Gas. Instead of RUSHING to the 
“HOLY_LAND” it is Time to RUSH away 
from it! And OUT of the Adventist 
Church at the same Time! And for the 
same Reason! “They that LEAD thee cause 
thee to ERR. And.they that are led of 
them - are DESTROYED.” “DESTROYED for 
lack of JUDGMENT’-.” “Companion of FOOLS.”



(Ask for.two - give one to your SDA 
neighbor, let him know what Fools these 
Mortals be J This is the Snare, the Trap 
of Satan. The EngUsh-SDA-Jew Conspiracy;- 4 , ' •

GOD HAS A MAN:
“My KINGDOM, is not of this World (John 
18:36-7)... Why then does it not satis
fy the modern millenarians? Why are 
they so hard to convince? All such de
clare themselves to be on the side of 
the materialistic Scribes and Rabbis* 
All who teach a second KINGDOM on earth 
oppose Christ, and also deceive modern 

.- Jewry.. They are pointing the Jews down
wards instead of upwards (Gal.4:25-6)0- 
Is,not this catastrophic? MILLENNIALISM 
means'MISERY.” p.29,30^ “THE CROSS and 
THE FLAG” April 1973.
O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0—Q-O—0—0—O—0-rQ—0—O—0—0 .

Why,was not.something like that written 
by an Adventist? To oppose the JW - 
the HWA Church of God, the Revolutionary 
Red & Black, the whole Evangelical, NCC, 
WCC, Ecumenical dialogueing Confederacy 
of Evil uniting in “KEY *73.“ To set 
up their Kingdom just as God is about 
to,DESOLATE the Earth. Who do you think 

. will Win? Which side are you on? Which 
side is your Tithe on? It is not your 
Money •- it is for the TRUTH 1 Will you 
dare tell me that Maxwell book is the 
TRUTH? “Give not that which is Holy- 
to the Dogs ’” ‘  > - •

“MAN THE WORLD NEEDS ?*OST« A .S.Maxwell,- 
(FREE’) “Faith for Today” Box 100/. 
Thousand Oaks, Calif. 91360.

12-(277) * FOOLS..
“Here we see that THE CHURCH - the.Lord’s 
sanctuary - was the FIRST to feel the stroke 
of the WRATH of God. THE ANCIENT MEN...they 
say: The LORD...is too merciful to visit 
His people in Judgment. Thus “PEACE & SAFETY” 
is the cry from...THESE DUMB DOGS that would 
not Bark...ALL PERISH TOGETHER.” T5J211.
(Under the Title of“THE SEAL OF GOD.1’)
"THE CROSS & THE FLAG” - April, 1973.

BLU'D LEADERS OF THE BLU'D. (Clark.) 
“The MILLENARIANS and the unregenerate JEWS 
are alike BLIND to the fact that the Messiah 
set-up.His Universal Kingdom at His first 
advent and that millions of-Jews & •Gentiles 
have become citizens thereof by obeying the 
King’s command (Mt c18:3;Mk.l:15; J no .3:3).

“They know not that at His next izoming 
He shall .CliG-IE His Medatorial KINGDOM,, raise 
all the dead, judge the world in, righteous
ness, sever the wicked from amongst the 
righteous, and render to every human being 
his just deserts. (Mt.16:21;Rom.8:19-21;
2 Pet.3:3-13.) . . .

“NEVER shall the Jews(Nor the Adventist, 
nor the JW, nor .the HWA.Church of God .HH.) 
bring in that “perfect state” wherein they 
would keep the nations-the tail and them
selves the-head© ? ; -g

’’All true Christians now “taste of the 
powers of the world to come” .(Heb.6:5) and 
not the imaginary delights of. an imaginary 
MILLENNIUM to come. Therefore, Prepare for 
Eternity.’/... g ;; .

“AUGUSTINE...renounced the Jewish millen
nium fable. Dispensationalism opposes Christ 
who is now Lord of all(Acts 7:55;10:39)...

“DR. OSWALD J.SMITH has renounced the 
FUTURIST scheme.. Said he: “There is not a 
text in the Bible for it.”...

“DR. CARL McINTIRE writes: “The next com
ing, of Jesus Christ is for JUDGMENT.“..•

“Therefore Jews must repent and believe 
in Him BEFORE the second advent or be damned 
along with.all other unregenerates. Now we 
come by Faith to “Mount Zion, the City of 
the.living God"- (Hpb.l2:22), factually. 
FAITH is ho fiction. 0.

(SDA MAXWELL and the entire Seventh-day 
Adventist Church that aids and abets-that 
apostate “JETZ-KINCDOM-ONP-WORLD-GOVER ’̂ENT” 
Book, Thi^”®’ ORGANI^TIOIP’ . with “BOOKS 
OF A NEW ORDER” (SM 1:20/,.. B£:54) that we 
are not to “JOIN” for that would mean “APOS
TASY from the Truth” (SM 2:390) for they 
have the very Antithesis of the Truth.)

“And the BEAST was taken, and with him 
• the FALSE PROPHET that wrought MIRACLES 

before him, with which he deceived them 
that had.received.the MARK of the;BEAST, 
and them that worshipped his IMAGE. 
These both were cast alive into a Lake

- of Fire burning with Brimstone...and 
whosoever -LOVETH and MAKETH a LIE »\l 
Rev.19:20; 22:15.

THE BLU'D ADVENTIST - that cast his  . 
lot in so many times on the L0SUD 

■.side - is trying again.and this will
be his greatest Waterloo of all.

' M 3-. > .. , ,-J . ■ •
•>, “FAR EASTERN BEACON” - 5 Tavistock Ave,

Singapore 19. Edited by Quek Kick Chiangc
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THE MAXWELL BOOK should aid and abet 
trust instars9 crystal gazing, fortune 
telling,' and false Prophets to spring

■ up in every Corner, after strange gods.

CARL McINTIRE - 1948-1973 - 
evaluates the scone by observing that 
there has been a decided shift from the 
Middle-of-the-Road position to.closer 
and ever closer Ecumenical ties, as they 
become ONE behind the endorsement of 
“BLACK POWER J" and “JEW POWER!" to down 
“WHITE POWER <j“ Moving to set up a “ONE-

The militant SEPARATISTS carry the Banner 
of Truth. They are the “troublemakers*', 
the “disturbers in Israel" - without 
them the Future of God 1 s Church would 
be Lost. The NEW EVANGELICALS are allied 
with theAPOST ATES against the SEPARATISTS,

WORLD-GOVERNIENT" as envisioned by BED-
- TIME-STORY-SDA-ARTHUR in his Book. 

. * -I

• All this is not brought out in the “FAR 
EASTERN BEACON11 just like that. They 
speak of “COMMUNISM“ being the Culprit, 
not knowing that “COMMUNISM" is only a

■ Mask for the INTERNATIONAL ZIONISTS to 
reduce to Rubble what he cannot Enslave.
But McINTIRE and all others in the know - 
see how the “NEW EVANGELICALS" under 
BILLY GRAHAM are coming closer to the 
WCC-NCC- to incite Rebellion and Revolu
tion in America, Africa, South America, 
and1 getting BL003IER every Day0 This is 
the ANTICHRIST, the “GREAT BABYLON" of 
Rev. 17.(Or should that be Rev. 18?)
“Not by might, nor by powers, but by My 
Spirit, saith the Lord."(Zech.4J6.)

It has been more than interesting to. Watch 
the Development as the: Leaders of the Ad- 

 ventist Church began rolling the Drums for .
“FAITH ALONEi11 (GC 471) “I AH SAVED’“(Same.) 
“THE CURSE OF THE LAW!" ."LEGALISM!" To 
grease the Skids.for Organic Union. Altho’ 
like IRON and CLAY they may not cleave too 
well a-. May Billy Graham forgive themyythey;;

:; ; did try so Harji •; <:;•; \ ■ ■; ’ ?; ’.m ;-

13-(277) February -1973 number - carries an 
Evaluation of the Formation of Babylon by 
.Dr. Carl McIntire.

, 1948-1973 .
World Council of Churches - (WCC) - 
National Association of Evangelicals(NAE)- 
.came into being about the same time as the 
Carl McIntire (ICCC) - who has-been the •; : 
leading one, in the world to Report on-thaw
activities and the delusions.of the WCC-NDC- 
NAE in funding RED^BLACK Revolution under 
the ecclesiastical steering of BILLY GRAHAM 
1957 - thinking that the way.to WIN the 

“ .Routed?- Rogers-Friend-Froom-Brinsmead-
Anderson-Watts (SpA& REFORM) “Innumer- 

' able Multitudes that no man can .NUMBER" 
having denied: the Justification by Faith 
in'the I44$OOO in “NUMBER" - the easiest 
way to “Win" this ."Great Multitude" was 
to do as GO 444-5 said “THE CHURCH" would 
do - Preach "IN COMMON"with them! The 
new SDA S16gan0 And the Doctrines fully 
and. carefully catalogued in GO 470-3 by 
the “COUNTERFEIT" Reformation of GC 4&4« 

■ Hence the “Book of a New Order" - the 
“QUESTIONABLE D0CTRI1E". book. r . ■ 

1966 ~ the WEEKS-FROOMPROG KOSIS" of how 
1 to get "IN. STEP", or, better yet - to 

be the Head and not the Tail -with- ■
."OTHER EVANGELICALS". including our friend 
“BILLY GRAHAM" - the Adventist Ministry 
was alerted to "GET-WITH-IT" in the SDA 
MINISTRY MAGAZINE - June-1966. -1, •» . 

1966 - the engagement Ring vias placed on 
the T8:250 Harlot’s finger in Berlin, 
Germany, as the Plans were, laid for the 
Wedding Night - the Darke st Hour iCEY 7 73 

1973 -joined by Jews, Catholics, Teeny 
Boppers, .Long-Hairs, and other strange--.. 
Bed-Fellows. Tongues & Charisma & all.

. ’ For■ after all,; “God. loves all men every-

and then there is the "Brotherhood of 
man." (The words: “...in Christ" is left 
out 0 ■ Al so. all: who do not 4 go along wi th - 
them 4 Then they suddenly become “Enemies 
of the Faith.") . \ 1.

; 0-0-Q-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-.0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0

God cannot deliver those who are in places 
of DISOBEDIENCE. He will deliver those

- who in the hour of Battle are carrying 
.- His -Banner. The Church militant must

. where" and “as long as life shall last" arise until she becomes the Church trium
phant. ( With these words McIntire closes 
his Addre ss on p. 2»)
(Over on p.4 an interesting Observation.) 
They repudiate the use of “DIALOGUE", 
the Dumb Dog retreat - instead of facing 
the Wolf-Pack with the Sword of His Word. 
Thus by “DIALOGUE" desorting the Great 

■■ Commission of our Lord. A “concensus" 
of men’s views is a rejection of the 
Lord Jesus Christ. And so it is.
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(Surely that could not be Billy Graham]
What “FOUL LANGUAGE’”)

How different now! For over a Decade 
HMS Richards has been telling us of a 
glorious “KINGDOM” to be set up “when 
Christ comes.11

ONCE-UPON-A-TI?® - 
Once-upon-a-Time SDA Evangelists inform
ed us that the “Coming of Christ*’ meant 
“The End of the world.”

“CHRIST PROMISED TO COP® BACK” VoP Tract. 
1963. The purpose of Christ’s second 
coming is ninefold. Under 7-8-9 on p.14 
he lists:
7. To redeem the earth.
8. To restore all things, and
9. To reign forever. (HMS RICHARDS.) 
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
The “Preacher of Righteousness” will 
warn the World of its coming “DESTRUCTION” 
PP 102. While the False Prophet will 
“occupy the pulpits” with “all the World 
ifi to be CONVERTED, and righteousness
is to reign for 1,000 years. PEACE! 
PEACE!.. .Let none be distarbed by the 
exciting message of these ALARMISTS.” 
This Testimony here clearly says WHO 
will give that message,“The Spirit speak- 
eth expressly, that in the latter times 
some shall DEPART from the Faith, giving 
heed to seducing SPIRITS, and DOCTRINES 
of DEVILS.” PP 103.

I would like to see Satan try to IMITATE 
that Coming] as the Righteous are preser
ved, “as Noah was preserved in the Ark.” 
PP 110,341. EVJ 52-4,295. GO 672. SG3 :87.
q—O-O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O

14-(277) Nev; Testament believers were es
tablished by great SEPARATION - first, from 
the JEWISH SYNAGOGUES and second, from the 
P^.GAN TEMPLES. Shall we who stand Free in 
Christ - go BACK to bow to the IMAGE?
“Ard after these things I saw ANOTHER ANGEL 
come down from Heaven, having great Power; 
and the earth ms LIGHTENED with his Glory.

AW WHAT WAS LIGHT - ???
“And he cried mightily with a strong voice 
saying, “Babylon the great is Fallen, is 
Fallen, (THIS IS-“LIGHT” -'???)

“And I heard another Voice from Heaven say- ■ 
ing, COT® OUT OF HER, My people, that ye be 
not partakers of her sins, and that ye re
ceive not of her PLAGUES.. .“Rev. 18.
o—0—o—o—o—0—o—o—0—0—o—o—o—o—0—o—o—0—o—o—0—0 
Is the Maxwell book giving that Message? 
Are those involved in the spiritual FORNICA
TION with her in “KEY *73“ - are they giving 
that Message? The Message of SEPARATION? 
“How art thou Fallen!”
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
We face the Crisis of the Ages. Soon Flying 
Saucers will be caught in the lens of Tele
vision Cameras - heralding beings from “Out
er Space” - how will you relate to that - 
when you cannot stand the Truth - NOU] Will 
you be WARNED? will you LISTEN? or will you 
be swept along with the senseless Rabble? 
who follow their Church Leaders. As in the 
Days of Christo The very Son of God Himself, 
the Creator of the World - had no Power to 
turn the senseless Rabble from following 
the Church. One of His own betrayed Him. 
Unless He comes to our Help - we stand alone. 
But He has promised that He will come. Do 
you know who this Promise is for? For the 
“HONEST” ones! Praise God! They have nothing 
to Fear. If they are “HONEST” they will not 
Fell for BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM nor for SDA 
BEGUILE MZXWELLo “Those who have been re
garded as WORTHY & RIGHTEOUS prove to be 
RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY...and in His WRATH 
He deals with them WITHOUT MERCY .“T5:212.

and is become the habitation of DEVILS, 
and the hold of every FOUL SPIRIT, and a 
cage of every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL bird...

No, Satan will have to be satisfied to 
try again with the BALDWINS, the CHURCH
HILLS, as the ENGLISH and the JEWS try 
again to set up a ONE-VK)RLD-GOVER11ENT 
with Headquarters in PALESTINE. EW 75.

In spite of these “PEACE & SAFETY” pro
phets who promise to “RESTORE ALL THINGS” 
the Truth is that “LIGHT I'll KGS from Heaven 
UNITE with the FIRE in the Earth, the 
mountains will burn like a furnace, and 
will pour forth terrific streams of 
LAVA...” PP 110. “...the whole earth 
will be /BLAZE... A FIERY STREAM shall 
issue and come forth from before Him, 
which shall cause the Elements to melt 
with fervent HEAT, the earth also, and 
the works that are therein shall be 
BURNED UP.” PP 339.

(After listening to that Ecumenical Preacher 
“loving” all men everywhere - you would have 
a hard time io recognize “LIGHT” - .’.’!)
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LYING VANITIES.
The MAXWELL book is "LYING VANITIES" - 
God HATES all who sit and listen to that 
Guff without Protest. SM 1:196. B2:15.

protest - so you end up with the MAXWELL 
Book in your Lap:

»’X .have HATED the COWREGATION of evil
doers; and will not sit with'’the Wicked’J 
Ps.26:5. “Do not I HATE them, 0 Lord, 
that HATE Thee?...I HATE them with per
fect HATRED: I count them mine ENEMIES.” 
Ps.139:21-2.

15-(277). HMS RICHARDS 4GAI1IJ "The Battle of 
Armageddon" - Hay 1,1964. The beginning of 

' going over to the popular Churches with •
; ' "I /.[' SAVED!'! p.45. Eb Law. p.46.

"The Day the World Ends" - Jan.I, I969.HI.5SR.
Since you made no protest at that kind of

' teaching by Heppenstall, Barter,’Brinsmead, 
Iease, here you get a bit more ” NO-LAW” - 
“NO-WORKS”;- God does not want it.

HMSR. - “We cannot work our way to heaven by
. JQ2£PiNG God’s comma raiments. Our faithful ob

servance of Godrs law cannot save us...faith
"ALONE..o”GOD SO LOVED” white-red-black-brown- 

•■/ yellow men, mixed men0.„all the WRETCHED,
‘.DEGRADED, BLOODTHIRSTY, FIERCE,'

■ ‘WAR-LIKE,,, ANIM/X-LIKE human beings who ever 
lived• “GOD SO LOVED”...Chri stians.••Jewi sh• 
••.Muslemso•.the pagan and heathen at their 
cannibal feats, the skeptice, atheists/ and 
all others - GOD LOVES ILL MEN...

“MANKIND, the WORLD - none excluded. He 
loves the World of sinners* The big circle 
of His love takes us all in.,..

“You don’t have to become GOOD before 
God will love you.. eHe loves sinners JUST

'AS THEY ARE...
”1 am not asking you to turn over a new ' 

... leaf , or <te quit your meanness, or to give
• up this or to give up that. I am not asking 
you to give up: I am -asking you. to receive 
the GIFT of ETERNAL LIFE offered by God to 
EVERYONE:who will believe in Jesus Christ.”

. 28,32—4* •o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
Seems to.me I remember reading some place 
about just that Religion!;About some who

.■•are LOST - DOOMED - and DAMNED. Could well 
be those.right here who Fall for that HMSR 
Doctrine, - BRINSMEAD teaching the SAME -

• also Oral Roberts, Billy Graham and most 
all of BABYLON. '•

. “Did we not Teach in your Name?” they demand.
1 ~ * ■’ • ■■ '---------------------~ - -

does He say, Yes J But you fell awayJ NO! He.
> does NOT say that. He says: “I NEVER knew’ 

you!” Never, neyer, never. Ho man of God
■ would teach ANYTHING like what.you just

, ■ read above from the Pen of HMSR in 1969
and getting Worse every day. ”1 NEVER KNEW 
YOUJ” Your god is the god of this World.
I told My people NOT to LOVE the World I

. • For that.is “ENMITY with God.” Would I do 
r x ■: what I tell them NOT to do? Would, 1 LOVE

■ the World? ”1 have HATED them that Regard 
? , LYING VANITIES.” Ps^l:6.(and;^00 morel) ,

SDA MAXWELL: ■ ■ ■
“Massive help is needed - NOW J.. .What 
the World needs most...(like a Hole in 
the Head !) •. .new LEADERSHIP•.esomeone 
to take over the reins of GOVERNMENT 
(Zionist Ben-Gurion?).. .The World needs 
this man NOW..©he will MAKE people WANT 
to do RIGHT and so turn the course of 
History.•• (YesI That' is the Song and 
Dance of internationalist Zionist Jews! 
JERUSALEM - SUPREME COURT OF THE WORLD.’)

Your “Love-Slobber” Preacher never told 
you this - but if you read GO 505-6 you 
may have a hard time before, you know 

. .what the “GRACE” of Christ is or does. " 
.SUPERSTITIOUS, Ev.297. T5:146. B2:8. MM 1Z3-4. SM 1:254.

Then perhaps you might be able to under
stand Rev.18:20 as the Saints “REJOICEJ” 
as Babylon receives Double. PP 100.

Then you may be more RE/LISTIC at the 
. ' ENGLISH-JEW MAXWELL attempt to betray 

the World into a “UNITED NATIONS” One- 
World Government. Or the “Language” of 
HMS Richards: (Speaking of the second 
Coming of Christ;’)

. “When I say, “end of the world,” I 
do not mean the end of this earth as a 
planet, that it will cease to exist; 
but rather the end of theage,ifter- 
,which-everything-will-be-different• The 
earth itself eventually will be RENOVATED 
and BROUGHT BACK to its Edenic State.” 
p.4. “THE DAY THE WORLD ENDS.”

How many people of the World will see 
the word: “EVENTUALLY” or grasp its 
significance, or be converted from their 
Religion to the Truth of God? will that 
be "THE DAY THE WORLD ENDS?”

This is the sort of thing you DID NOT_ 

"Did we not Heal? .Did wo not “BELIEVE!” And 

He says: “I NEVER knew .
__—L tn

•• would te.ach ANYTHING like what; you just



»SLEEPING PREACHERS PREACHING TO A SLEEPING 
PEOPLE ’” T2:33 7.. (B ed*Time Storie s cont’d:)

“.0sax.His return. ..this.new Leader will 
be a “KING” in the sense of a SUPREME RULER, 
o..His reign...lasting leadership.;.NOBODY 
needs to be afraid of. a KING like this!.,.
(no crying for the Rocks ..........••••7)

16-(277) SDA-JEW WORLD LEADERSHIP! They tried 
with KIASERBILL, with ADOLPH HITLER, now 
they try with the JEW!(and Billy Graham!) 
CDL GEIERAL COHERENCE APPROVED MAXWELL:

- BEDDIE-BEDDIE-BYEJ ’
“Evidently1 raising the dead on a 

prodigious scale will be another of the 
first actions of the coming WORLD LEADER. 
This fantastic deed, with enormous re
percussions around the World, has top 
priority; on His program...He is going 
to make a ‘similar CHANGE in those who 
are.living at the time Of His return. 
Not in everybody, of course, but in 
those who WANT it.(QUESTION-(I): Who 
would not WANT it? QUESTION (2): What 
about those who BEG to be Saved and He 
REFUSES them? The • 5' Foolish' Virgins?

".. ,a WORLD leader...whom all mankind would 
follow..eSOMEONE,..About two centuries later 
the ena of the: Crusades began, when thousands 
of people were persuaded by. church leaders 
that- if only PALESTINE were to be liberated 
from Moslem control and JERUSALEM-made into 
a Christian city, there might well come a 
MILLENNIUM of-peace and happiness on earth. 
The-idea-fired-the-imagination.., YAHWEH...

“The true WORLD LEADER would.. .LOVE EVERY
BODY. ..without exception;, .all human animo
sities- wall VANISH.. .a- man with charisma-..• 
to lead ALL mankind into ways of righteous
ness and peace,6t,He is due to appear in our 
Timet” pc3,12,13,20,26,36,38,39,(EMPHASIS 
ADDED. Some is hiso)Bed-Time Story MAXWELL,

TOTAL identification - with the human 
race...No wonder that at His. CORONATION 
everybody will CHEER and CHEER.and CHEER! 
They will be SO HAPPYe..their JOY will 
be overwhelming and universal...Such is 

’ the Leader'who is coming to RULE the 
World...His LOVE for.MANKIND is so LIM
ITLESS. .... .Every now and then some MIS
GUIDED person announces authoritively 
that the long-expected Deliverer is 
coming to a certain privileged GROUP at 
a specified place, but it never happens. 
Every such announcement should be regard
ed as FRAUDULENT.” p,58-61,62,69.
SDA MAXWELL: • ' . \

“At the 1968 meeting of the World 
Council of Churches at Uppsala, Sweden 

' ...I sat enthralledthe good news of
His planned return as the WORLD ’S DELTVER*- 
ER -?the good news of HAPPIER days ahead 
•..one-of-the-first-tasks-of-the-new- 

WORLD LEADER., .in PALESTILE long ago,.• 
round the whole of GALILEE, TEACHING in 
the SYNAGOGUES,* preaching.,.curi ng.o. 
not a single sick person was left behind, 
.. ,TO-HE-IS-;30UT-T0-D0-IT’-AGAJN, ON- . 
A-GLOBAL-SCALE.. ..Hospitals and convales
cent homes will be EMPTIED.bursting 
with new life...SUDDEN restoration to 
health...Even the WORST PATIENTS in 
mental homes will be brought" back to 
SANITY. Curing the mind is His specialty. 
.’. .Thousand s-upon-thousands will rejoice 
at His TOUCH...All signs of MADNESS- ab
ruptly disappeared,..This is something 
He is going to do for many people when 
He comes again. He- is going to RESTORE 
,.CTHE POWER'TO THINK CLEARLY.. .clear
ing the minds of the INSANE... when He 
RETURNS..-not merely to raise SOTE of 
the dead but ALL the dead.” (Last two 
Emphasis HISi) p.73,75,77-9.

MORE BEDDIE-BYE STORIES':' ' ' - '
“The conviction that someday a man with 

godlike qualities will appear as the great 
Deliverer of mankind..,to solve every prob
lem AND USHER IN AN ERA of righteousness & 
peace... such an event will 'DEFINITELY occur, 
that indeed it is as certain'as tomorrow’s 
dawn. Thirty-five hundred years ago God said 
to Moses, “I will raise up for them (Israel) 
a Prophet..0”the increase of His GOVERNMENT 
and of peace” would be ENDLESS...His purpose 
to save humanity from EXTINCTION,..He would 
reign as KING...the man the World needs 
most...“the time of the end,”...“the hour* 
of His judgment is come”(Rev.14:7) and her
ald the imminent return of the great DELIVER
ER, the God-man who, once rejected, will 
REAPPEAR to: complete His unfinished task.-,* 
The ‘COMING of this Man will cause REVERBERA
TIONS in society EVERYWHERE.. .For it is the 
greatest FACT of our Time...to be the WORLD 
LEADER...Unlimited power. . .He will establish 
His KINGDOM...Perhaps the most important - 
fact about this Man’s leadership is that it 
will never end. It will continue without a 
break through all the ages to come...KING 
of America ’- *and KING of the World...the 
COMING WORLD LEADER.” p,40-1,43,48,49,53-7.



The WARNING that SroWhite gave in

QUESTION (5): Are ANY of the WICKED ALIVE 
at this Time to experience any “CHANGE?11.

; What a glorious Deception? The Brain-child 
' of, HEPPENSTALL-BR1NSKEAD-WIGHT in 1972.')

17-(277)QUESTION (3): Can people be CHANGED.:, 
in CHARACTER like that? If so- why did He. 
WAIT so long before DOING it? QUESTION (4):.'

• INTERNATIONALISTS cost two of them $300, 
.000.00 in Court Actions, and why some men 
who understand the Issues have to sleep 
■beside their. Presses with armed Guns.

■“Aren*t you coming with me?” I asked Dr. 
Hertz, who was now dressed in the impos
ing regalia of the CHIEF RABBI.

?. "Oh, no,” he replied. ”1 have another 
appointment. You will find Sir John on

What a day this has been! The United 
‘ ‘Nations to a.man voted AGAINST the Zion- 

’ ■; 1973.
v.. May some .see the Handwriting on the 
Wall before it is too late, and come over 
in lie winning Side J We will not trade

' “MY FIRST VISION” for the Maxwell Book*

... THE HOPE OF THE SDA-JEW:
“•...the Man who soon will RULE-THE-

■ WORLD.. .He will take over the GOVERMENT 
. -of our WORLD and set up His own KINGDOM 

• ’. . i.KINGDOM.. .KINGDOM.. .KINGDOM. e ,“p.93 .
o—.0—0-0—0—.0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0—0—0—0-0—0—0—o
No, Adventist Jew - I am afraid notI 
Your plot is discovered in Time. The 
Lord, struck you down - as He will all 
who take that side. T5 5 82,136,139,140,

MAXTiELL: - ’ / - ■ ■ .. /
“We shall ALL be. CHANGED,” wrote Paul. I Cor, 
15,i51^_ That is, the LIVING as well as the 
DEAD...it is a most vital part of His plan- 
ning>3 Jihat a DAY that will be.’.. .When you, 
come to think of it, this will be a novel 
way to start a new’ REGIME...by removing.from for the Internationalists to Rule the 

:EVERY citizen ALL-aches and pains, all sick- 
ness, all sorrows, and all fears * It will be 
the best BEGINNING anyone could make.. .FULL 
EPOLGYMENT.. c JOBS.. .BUILD HOUSES.. .THE NEW 
ADMINTSTRAT10No-, .everybody will be happily 
EMPLOYED...no one will ever be afraid of; 
ANYTHING- or ANYBODY..-.the NEW REGIME...
Ezekiel,. PMicah*. .Zephaniah.. .Isaiah.. .“Of... , 
the increase of His GOVERNMENT and peace 
there shall be.no end, upon the THRONE OF 
DAVID, and upon His KINGDOM.-..even FOREVER, 

.Isaiah 9:7... - • - - '
“Nor will He separate them by religious 

affiliation, saying, “Methodists to the 
right and all others to the left." NO,INDEED, 141,207-235. 
---« n.acuqjtt. ‘ The WARNING that SroWhite gave in

• ■• T5’:707.of the “HERESIES” that will come 
in amopg. us, in the “IMPENDING CONFLICT” 

GHAT. IS HE HINT- ; T5:711. This WARNING given in 1889 a rd
no Adventist or Reformer paying any at

tention to it whatsoever -
, t The “Wise men of the East?1 have stood 
their Ground in OPPOSITION to the Forma
tion of the GREAT CONFEDERACY OF EVIL 
under BILLY GRAHAM - WCC-NCC-NAE-SDA - 
“KEY ’73“ being their (and the Jews that 

control them)- their BANNER YEAR! Read 
the Publications by McINTIRE-GERALD K.

World. So they think. GC 36 says other
wise. He who takes that Side must Lose. 
“Come OUT of her, My people J”)p.90-l.

If not *♦ what a FATAL DECEPTION to wait for •; 
“OIL” like the Foolish Virgins do - TOO LATE!

' For B0? “ and they receive HOTHI!®.1 the second floor.” (Who knows the Plot 
:there hatched. England "coming to the

■’ defense of the Jew. When I started this 
Paper I was entirely unaware of any 
Troubie; in Israel, as I had not listened

v to any News-Media, But how over GOOD FRI- 
. DAY-EASTER SUNDAY the wires are HOT!

The entire UNITED NATIONS voted AGAINST 
the JEW! That he is stirring TROUBLE in 
the Middle East again.' EGYPT is on FULL 

. ALERT !•) (What did this Adventist have
to do- with this Plot? Setting up a Base

p.80-3,85.

WHAT PART DID HE-REALLY PLAY IN SETTING UP 
: THE JEWS IN PALESTINE - ???

- ING AT BUT CANNOT TELL - ???
“Shortly before I was-to leave for Geneva, 

Switzerland, I received a telegram'from Dr. 
Hertz, chief RABBI of • the BRITISH EMPIRE. 
“Come at once!” he said“in his customary 
authoritative style,(OH - ??? He was in the 
HABIT of ORDERING you around - ???) I went.-., 
the League of Nations,” he. said.“It is Sir 
John Baldwin."..."and WE- have decided(“WE”

•being the leading JEWS of London. ASM.) that SMITH-BILLY HARGIS - and find out why the 
YOU must go and interview him and let him 
know OUR position before the meeting.” .

■ "ME?” I replied. “No indeed. Why don’t 
you ask one of your own group to go?"

“WE are JEWS; you are a Christian,” he 
said.- “He will listen to you.” (Read the 
rest of it how he just picked up the Phone ist Aggressor0 April 21
and -had BALDKIN jumping through his; Hoop as

■ easy as Maxwell, And I do HOT believe this 
had ANYTHING to do with “CALENDAR-CHANGE.“ /

- -• The old Adventist Red-Herring.)



The operation can be INSTZiNTAN-

LAF.ONDELLE-HEPPENSTAiLL-CLEVELA.ND-BRINSMEAD- 
l.RIGHT- as one man now rooting for ’‘CHARAC
TER CHANGE” when Christ comes I

SCOFFERS
LUTHER.

’’this is a
■MATHER..

say INSANE

102- “...sins & vzorldliness & spirit
ual indifference..;“Sins that would 
shock the moral sensibilities of the 
heathen go unrebuked in all the great 
denominations of our land...It leaves 
the Church, then, in a virtual alliance 
with Satan - married-to-the-Devil!” 
85- “The Church courts the VIorld...The 
line of separation,..fades...zealous 
men on both sides are toiling to obli
terate all difference between their 
modes of action and enjoyment.” 
122- “The lightest down doth soonest 
show - Which way the rising breezes 
blow.”

18-(277) Perhaps there was more Truth than 
we realized - that INTERNATIONALISTS bought 
FRINSMEAD-WRIGHT with ”30 pieces of Si Tver” 
to go against their own “Religion” - 1972!

LET ’S TAKE IT FROM MAXWELL:
“In other words, all those who are accept

ed as citizens of His KINGDOM have to exper
ience a RADICAL ■ CHANGE in their minds, SO 
RADICAL ii$d£d that it will be as though 
they had STARTED ALL OVER AGAIN, like being 
born anew...The operation can be INSTANTAN
EOUS...
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
It can, can it? This is EXACTLY what the 
Devil-led “REFORMATION” ard “COUNTERFEIT” 
of GC 484 will be Teaching in GC 470-3.
The Testimony teaching is that “SANCTIFICA
TION is the WORK of a LIFETIME.” They want 
neither the “WORK” nor the “LIFETIME.” So 
they join with Billy Graham saying 2 things J
(1) No Character-change till Christ comes.

Cannot keep the Law. Works do not count.
(2) But we are “SAVED” anyway! By grace, 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o

“The operation can be INSTANTANEOUS and 
painless. Just like wind blowing through a 
room.;. HARMFUL HABITS which you once thought, 
you could never break will be broken, THEN 
and THERE., You will SUDDENLY become a new 
person...all ready for a place in His KING
DOM...a total TRANSFORMATION will be wrought 
as the “rebel” gives up...this CHANGE...
Come, 0 Man the WORLD needs most J... .Come and 
take-over-the-GOVERNMENT., .Come and COMMENCE 
your reign...” p.94-6. EID OF MAXWELL• 
o-o-o-o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0

WHO WILL DRIFT ALONG WITH THE MAXT^ELL- 
JEVi WIND OF A TEMPORAL I'lILLENNIUM AND 
THE WORLD’S CONVERSION? THE ENGLISH-JEW.

“The doctrine of the world’s conver
sion, styled a “modern novelty,” and ■ 
admitted by its author to be a “new hy
pothesis," was invented by Daniel Whitby, 
D.D., of England, and first published 
about A .D.1680.

“DR .HENSHAW...“and has been received 
without careful examination by the maj- 
.ority of evangelical divines of the 
present day.” . • •

“CHURCH ADVOCATE..•“However Dr .Whitby 
got up the NOTION of the World’s conver
sion, I cannot tell. The ancient church 

’ never believed it, and for hundreds of 
years it was never preached.”

SDA OBSERVATION - p.234-5. “We have 
the strongest presumptive evidence 
against the Whitbyan theory; for if the 
preaching of the Apostles, and even of 
the Son of God himself, was REJECTED by 
the majority of all that heard them, it 
will be so to the End. NO GREATER POWER 
can be brought to bear...exhausted the 
provisions of the Divine Plan, so that 

' ’ NO.POWER(even tho1 one were raised from 
the Dead!) could move those who were 
HARDENED under all the rich' provisions 
of the mercy offered...

BIBLE TESTIMONY.
“Because iniquity shall abound, the LOVE 
of many shall wax COLD.” Matt.12:24. 
“EVIL men and SEDUCERS shall wax WORSE 
and WORSE, deceiving & being deceived." 
"There shall come in the last days -

...” 1 Thess.5?3. 2 Peter 3:3.
..(the World’s Cc&ersion) - 
falsehood forged by Satan.”

”...a vain DREAM, not to 
...“p.235-6. (SDA in 1885.)

WHAT ADVENTISTS BELIEVED ONCE-UPON-A-TIPE. .. 
“Facts for the Times” Battle Creek. 1885. 
70- “Become the habitation of Devils” all 
who worship with Churches holding the Wine 
of Babylon - “come to fellowship with modern 
DEMON-MONGERS."
72- “And the pride of Israel doth testify to 
his face: therefore shall Israel &. Ephraim 
FALL in their iniquity; JUDAH also shall 
FALL with them...” Hosea 5:5-7.
77- “Straws in motion show not only that the 
wind is blwoing, but the DIRECTION...”
90- "If the church fiddles, the world will 
dance, of course. Like priest, like people." 
100- “Because thou knewest not the Time of ; 
thy visitation." Luke 19:44*


